
 

 

 

Proteclight, makes your emergencies safe
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04 82 83 96 69

TRIFLASH ROAD WARNING
TRIANGLE OTHER DANGER
SYMBOL (!)

284.00€ HT

Technical Sheet
TRIANGLE SIZE 500mm

FILM  Prismatic or Brilliant

TRAFFIC LIGHT COLOUR Amber ; Blue

LIGHT SIZE 65mm ; 95mm

TYPE OF POWER SUPPLY B
attery operated ; Rechargeable

ELECTRICAL VOLTAGE 12V

AVERAGE
POWER CONSUMPTION 0.6A

AUTONOMY 200 ~ 600 hours

HEIGHT 46cm

LENGTH 46.5cm

THICKNESS 10.8cm

WEIGHT 3.3kg

WARRANTY 2 years
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TRIFLASH ROAD WARNING
TRIANGLE OTHER DANGER SYMBOL (!)
Size : 500mm

Hight Intensity 
Prismatic Grade or Brilliant Grade
Could be Deployed 
on the ground, on vehicle or on Traffic cone.

The Other danger Symbol Road Warning Triangle is intended for use on the ground by the fire brigade, law enforcement or rescue 

services to mark a danger zone during an intervention.Presentation of the  (!) triflash on the ground

This ground triflash is used by rescue services and fire brigades to warn of a hazard or a dangerous area. With its "!" AK14 

symbol, this triangle with leds on the three corners of the triangle allows to signal a danger and to intervene fast and safely. 

Depending on your needs, it is possible to attach this triflash LED triangle to the roof of a vehicle or to a Lubeck cone using 

suitable accessories available at extra cost.Characteristics of the AK14 (!) triflash on the ground

This triflash panel with leds lights has a panel with retro-reflective film type T2P or T3 fluorescent, the symbol synonymous with 

Danger in the center of the triangle and is equipped with 3 leds lights at each corner of the panel, in orange or blue color. The 

power supply of the leds of this triangle to be put on the ground is available with batteries (2 AR25 batteries) or rechargeable. 

A power supply box is present at the back of the triangle with a day/night cell switch above the power supply box.

This triflash triangle is to be placed on the ground. However, it is also possible to attach it to the top of a vehicle roof using 

an optionally available magnetic holder or to attach it to a traffic cone using a folding bracket, which is also not included in 

the basic product. This illuminated warning triangle makes it possible to supplement an area beacon and to replace the beacon with 

a triangle of smaller size than the automatically or manually lifted triangles. This smaller triangle is 46cm high, 46.5cm wide, 

10.8cm thick and weighs 3.3kg.Advantages of the AK14 ground triflash (!)

This triflash led AK14 triangle is fully customizable, You can choose the class of the retro-reflective panel, the color of the 

light diodes visible on the corners of the triangle, the size of the lights (65mm and 95mm sizes available), the power supply, 

battery or rechargeable in order to have a triangle adequate to your needs during a perfect intervention in complete safety. This 

triangle has a very large autonomy, between 200 and 600 hours, is totally waterproof with IP68 protection and meets the standards 

of light visibility.

Many accessories for this light triangle are available such as magnetic bases to fix it on the roof of a vehicle or a mounting 

bracket to place it on a Lubeck cone.

Find all our range of Triflash on the ground corresponding to your needs by clicking here.
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